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1. INTRODUCTION 
I. P. Stavroulakis [4] obtained the sufficient conditions for a solution of 
a nonlinear delay differential equation 
.U’(t)+U(f)X(f)+p(f)f[.r(f-P,), .~(f-pPr),...,,Y(f-pp,)]=O (1.1) 
to be oscillatory under the following assumptions: 
(1 ) p,. i = 1, 2 ,..., n, are positive constants, 
(2) a(t) 2 0, p(t) > 0 are continuous functions for I E R + = (0, cc), 
(3) ./(r, >...t .v,,) is continuous and 
y, > 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n -.f( y, ,..., y,) > 0 
and 
~,<Ofori=l~2 ,..., n+f(~- ,,..., yn)<O. 
In this note, in order to include the singularity at the origin into the delay 
differential equation ( 1.1 ), we will consider the nonlinear delay differential 
equation 
rx’(f)+U(f)X(f)+h(f)f~x(f-p,),x(f-p~),...,~~(f-p,)J=o (1.2) 
and we will give the sufficient conditions under which the solution of the 
above equation is oscillatory. In this note we don’t suppose that the 
function a(r) is positive for f E R ' , so we obtain an extension of the result 
by I. P. Stavroulakis [4]. S. J. Wolf [6] showed that the delay differential 
equation 
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r.u’(f)=(i- l).u(t)- i i,.\-(f-p,), 
,= I (1.3) 
s(I)=0 (r<OL 
i, > 0 (i = I, 2,..., n), I.= i i,, 
I- I 
o<p, <p2< ... <pn<,7;, 
played an important role in the proof of the unimodality of the L dis- 
tribution function. G Ladas [2] and G. Ladas and I. P. Stavroulakis [3] 
obtained the rather sharp sufficient conditions under which the solutions of 
the differential equations 
.K’(/)+p(f).K([-r)=O. 
*K’(f)+ i p,(t)x(t-r,)=O. s’(r)- f p,(r).u(r+r,)=O, 
I -I !<I 
are oscillatory. Motivate by these papers [2-4, 61 we will study the 
oscillatory behavior of the solution of the nonlinear equation (1.2) 
corresponding to the linear equation (1.3). As is customary, a solution x(r) 
is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros. 
2. THE EXISTENCF. OF THE CONTINUOLX SOLUTION 
In order to ensure the existence of the continuous solution of Eq. (1.2) 
let us solve ( 1.2) under the following assumptions. 
(1 I x(/)=0 (r<O). 
(2) .\-(p,)=c'{,>o. 
(3) o<p,<p,< ‘.. <p,,<x, 
(4) u(r) is continuous on [0, ,3c ), 
(5) a(O)< 1, 
U(I) is differentiable from the right side at t = 0. 
(6) h(f) is continuous on [0, CC ), 
(7) .f(.r,..... .I*,,) is continuous and 
j-, > 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n + /‘(J*, ,..., yn) > 0 
J, < 0 for i = I, 2,..., n +.f(~, ,..., 13~) < 0, 
(7’) if 0 <(r(O) < 1, then for any continuous function .u( 1) on (0, p,,] 
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such that for sufficiently small q, C(t) is continuous, bounded and x(f) = 
C(t) 1 “W on (0, v],f(x(l- p,),..., x(t - p,)) is integrable over (p,, pn t ~1. 
LEMMA. Equation (1.2) under the ussumptions (1 k(7), (7’) has u unique 
solution, If u(O) < 0 its solution is continuous on R = ( - x, x ) und has a 
continuous derivative on R - {O) and if’0 6 u(O) < 1 its solufion is continuous 
on R - (0) and has a continuous derivative on R - {O, p,, ). 
Proof: By step by step integrals, let us solve this problem. From (1) we 
have 
U’(l) = -u(r) x(r) (0 < t < P,, ). (2.1) 
BY (5) 
u(t)=u(O)tu'+(0)1t1~o(f) (o(r)+0 as 1+ to) 
holds for some small interval [0, S,], where a’, (0) denotes the right 
derivative at I = 0. Set 
g(r)= -j-;, f$) d.s for O<t<p, 
Then we obtain 
-4r) = C exp[g(t)l (O<f6P,) 
and by (2). C= coexp[ -g(p,)] holds. In fact we see that 
t u’, (0) to(s) d.s 1 
= u(O) In : t 1” [a’, (0) to(s)] rls 
I 
and 
Mr(l)=C($“‘“‘exp[[: [u’+(O)+o(s)]dr] (2.2) 
for 0 < I < 6,. This shows that x(r) is well defined on (0, S,] and also 
[6,,p,]. By (2.2) we define x(O) by X( to). Then if u(O)<O, x(t) becomes 
continuous on [0, p,,] and by (I ) and (2.2) x(r) is continuous on ( - 3~, p,) 
and X’(I) is continuous on (0, p,), and if 0 <u(O) < I, x(t) is continuous on 
(- x,p,] except t=O and -r’(t) is continuous on (O,p,). Also it is seen 
from (2.2) that if u(O) < -1, x’(r) is continuous on ( - x, p,). Now, set 
x,(r)=0 (f<O), (2.3 1 
=x(r) (O<r<p,,), 
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and ci = p,. Next. let us solve 
U(I) x’(1)+- I x(t)= +&i-p,) ,...,. r,(r-p,,)] 
(P,, < 1 <P,$ + 6). 
BY (2.2) and by (71, (7’) .f[-~,,(t-~~),.....r~(t-~~)] is integrable over 
(p,. p,, + 6,]. SO we obtain a continuous solution 
X(f) = - (’ Tj.[.yclf.~ -- p, ) ,..., .K~~(.~ -p,,)l exp (i’ a(u) do) Ils + co] 
* I’,, *I% u 
. exp (p,,<16p,+6). 
To make .u(r) continuous on (0, ~8) we let .Y(P,,) = .u,(p,). that is, 
co= .G,(P”) = C’ cxPCg(pn)l. 
Then we define X,(I) by 
.y , (f 1 = .Y,,( t 1 (1 G P,,L 
=x(t) (p,,6r<p,,+hL 
and solve 
in the same way as in the case of x,(t). Repeating this procedure we obtain 
a continuous solution 
X(I) = - 1’ ,,, $) fh ris-PI),..., -\‘,,, ,i.s-p,,)] ‘,‘,; I ,,?I , 
-\ 
exp 
i! 
“(“du 
p,+ln- 110 u > 
ds+x,,, ,(P,+(m- 1)s) 
1 
-, 
.exp - 
( J 
cI(s) ds ip,+(m-- 1)6<t<p,+m6) (2.4) 
pn+olI IIn s > 
of the equation 
(p,,+(m- I)d<r<p,,+md). 
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This solution is uniquely determined by (2) and continuous on (0, co). If 
a(O) < 0, the solution is continuous on R and has a continuous derivative 
on R- (O}, and if O<a(O)< 1, the solution is continuous on R- (0) and 
has a continuous derivative on R - { 0, I)“} since .u,,(r) is discontinuous at 
[ = 0. Also it is seen that if cl(O) < -1 the solution has a continuous 
derivative on R by the continuity of -rCl( 1). Q.E.D. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Set 
-1 b(s) 
lim inf ( - ds=r(5) 
I . I *, : s 
for r>O and fi>O. 
THEOREM. Suppose rhat the assumptions (3 ), (4). (6), (7) und 
(8) -3c</?(p,)<m (i=1,2 ,..., n) 
hold and that the continuous solution of Eq. (1.2) exists on R + . Then the 
solution of (1.2) is oscillatory if one of the following conditions (1”) (2”) is 
satisfied. 
(I’)(a) There exists nonnegative numbers ri, i= 1, 2,..., n, with 
C:=, x, = 1 and 
I/‘(YI,...,J*,)I l.l’,)-x’...l~,,l ““>A>0 
fly,1 >O, i= 1, 2 ,..., n) 
for some A. 
(b) b(r)>O, 
a(t)+Ab(t) evU(p,)rl + ... +B(P,)G-E~ >O 
on (T,, ;c) for some E>O and T,>O. 
(~1 exp(-B(P,)-l)<Ar(p,). 
(d) dp,/2)>0, i’(p,/2)> -,x. 
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(2’)(a) There exists nonnegative numbers a,, i= 1, 2,.... n, with 
x;=, CY,= I and 
lim inf1.jI.r ,...., )-,,)I 1.~1 “...IJ~I “‘aA> 
1 +01,- 1.2.. .,I) 
for some A. 
(b) (Tao. h(t)>0 on (To, x) for some T,,>O. 
(~1 cxp(-S(P,)- l)<Ar(p,). 
(d) r(p,:‘2)>0. 
Pm?/: ( I ’ ) If .u( r) is nonoscillatory, without loss of generality we can 
suppose that X(I) is positive on (r,,, 3~) for some t, > 7’“. We have 
x’(t) a(r) h(f) -= 
.dO -y-I./ [-~(~--,),....-~(~--")I +) 
([>/I =[O+P,r) 
and integrating this we obtain 
-u(l) 
In -= 
x(t -P,) 
- j,’ ,, f+! d.~ 
Set 
-r(r -P,) 
w,(1)=- 
x(t) ’ 
I,( T) = ,i$ \L.,( I ), 
[I( p,, T) = ,i;i 1’ 
1 P, 
y ds, r(P,, T) = ‘$ J, 
rl h(“)ds 
. p , s 
for I> 1,. From (3.1) we have 
Hence 
inf In k%!,(I) = In in: M?,( 1) = In I,(T) 
r2.T 5 
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holds and if we set lim,.,, li( T) = I,, we obtain 
In 4 2 Bh). 
Thus 
1, b ev(b(p,)), i = I, 2 )..., n. 
hold and if z, is sufficiently large and fI > r2 
.df -P,) w,(t)=- 
X(f) 
2 expU.b,) - c 1, i = 1 , 2 ,..., n, 
hold for z > f, and for some E>O. By (3.2) and (a) we have 
x’(t)= -f 
[ 
a(t)+h(r) 
S[df-PI) ,...I -df -p”)l -df) 1 x(r) 
= -f a(r)+b(t)f[x(t -p,),..., .W(f -p,)] x(r -p,) z’., 
[ 
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(3.2) 
x(t -p,) % . 
6 -f [a(f)+h(f)A exp[(P(p,)--c)r, + ... + (P(A)-El %I1 X(f) 
<o (f > 13). 
This shows that x(t) is decreasing for t > f3, so we have 
(3.3) 
inf - 
!  
”  h(s) “ fCx(s-P, ) , . . . ,  a-p, ) ]  nr 
r2 I 1 PI s 4.y) 
aA[ inf M.,(S)] inf 
*’ h(s) 
,zT p, J r>T ,mp, 
-ds=Al,(T-p,)r(p,, T) 
S 
for T> t,. By (3.1) we obtain 
InW)WQb T)+~(T-P,)~(P,, T) (T> !.,I. (3.4) 
Since x(t) is decreasing for t > I, 
lim x(f) = c (20) 
I., 
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exists. If c > 0, lim ,. . , j,(T) = I holds. If c = 0, we have two cases: 
case(l) lim I,(T)=l,<;c: case (2) lim r,(T) = .x8. 
Let us consider case (1). 
I  . I  
From (3.4) we have 
InI,~p(~,)+Al,r(p,). 
We see that 
i 
In 4 max NP, 1 --- 
1, 1, 1 
=exp( -[I(p,)- 1) 
/I ~exP~Plp,ll 
(3.5) 
and we obtain 
ev(-p(p,)- 1 bAr(p,). 
This contradicts (c). 
Next, let us consider case (2 ). Integrating ( 1.2) from t - p,:2 to t we 
obtain 
x(t)-.\- t-F( ! 
(t > I,) (3.6) 
and since x(t) is decreasing for t > t1 we have 
x(1)-s t-k ( ) 2 
< --r(t) i’ i u(s) + h(s) 
[ 
s[-~(~-~PI,...~~(~-~“)l ds 
“I p,.z .~ x(s) I- 
By dividing both sides of this by x(t) we have 
, -.e--P,n ,* I 
6- 
4s) - ds 
s(t) -I ,‘, 2 .s 
-i’ s’ h(s) /‘[x(s--p,) )...) s(.s-p”)] ds ‘I p.2 x(s) 
inf a-p,) 
s>, /I.2 x(s) 
x i’ 
h(s) 
- ds (I> 13). (3.7) 
“r /‘, 2 .s 
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From this and (d) we obtain 
,im *dr -P,P) = x 
(3.8) I-.,T x(r) . 
Since x(t) is decreasing for r > I,, using the second mean value theorem (cf. 
[ 1. p. 6941) from (3.6) we obtain 
By dividing both sides of this X( t -p, /2) we have 
x(t) 
x(t -P,/2) - 
16-C; a(s) ds 
-, p,i2 .~ 
-A 
x(r-p,) ’ 
I 
b(s) ds 
41-P,/2) I p,;2 s 
( r-p,/2<r<t, t>t, 1 
By (3.8) and (d) this inequality does not hold. Thus we have a contradic- 
tion. Consequently the solution of Eq. (1.2) is oscillatory. 
(2”) The proof for this case is just the same as the proof given in [4]. 
Q.E.D. 
We can easily find examples of the nonlinear delay differential equation 
(1.2) not covered by the paper [4]. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
[x’(f)-cosfx(r)+(3f+sinf) [.r(t - 2n)]2,‘3 = 0. (3.9) 
This equation has an oscillatory solution x(r) = sin3 z and the assumptions 
(3)-(8) and the condition (1”) are satisfied. By the lemma we can obtain 
another continuous solution of Eq. (3.9) on R +. It is also oscillatory. 
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EXAMPLE 2 
fS’(f)-.Y(f)+e yt+ l)[x(t- \)]‘-7 [X(f- l)]‘-‘=O. (3.10) 
This equation has a nonoscillatory solution .u(r)=e ‘. The condition 
(1 ‘)(c) is not satisfied. By the lemma we can obtain another continuous 
solution of Eq. (3.10) on W+ but we don’t know whether it is non- 
oscillatory or not. 
COROLLARY. Suppose rhut the as.wmptions (3), (4), (6), (7) hold und that 
the continuous solution of Eq. ( 1.2) exists on R ’ Then the solution of Eq. 
( 1.2 ) is oscilluror~~ if one qf the following conditions ( I ’ ), (2 ’ ) is satisfied. 
(1 )(a) There exists nonnegative numbers 2,. i= I, 2,..., n, with 
I.:‘-, x,= 1 and 
If(,r I,..., .,‘,,)I I)‘,1 z”‘.l.l’,l ‘“>A>0 (l.v,I > 0. 
i= I, 2,..., n) 
for some A. 
(b) h(O>O, 
u(f)+Adh(t)>O on (To, x) for some d>O and T,,>O. 
(c) /J(p,)= x and /?(p,)> -zo for all i=2, 3 ,..., n. 
(d) ~(p,::2)>0, ;‘(p,,‘2)> -,x. 
(2’ )(a) There exists nonnegative numbers r,, i = 1, 2,..., n, with 
C:-, x, = I and 
lim ,,-( ,,,= ,,2, ,,,, inf l.f‘(,b-... LA 1.A “I-. IL ““3 A >O 
for some A. 
(b) ~l(r)>O. h(f)>0 on (T,,, JI:) for some T,,>O. 
(c) BP, I= =. 
(d) dp,/2)>0. 
Pray/I We will give only the proof of (1’ ). If the solution is non- 
oscillatory, without loss of generality we can suppose that the solution .r(r) 
is positive on (f,,, z ) for some I,, > T,,. As seen from (3.3) we obtain 
x’(t)= -f 
[ 
a(f)+h(f) 
sc-4-PI)Y... .d-p,)l 
40 I 
x(0 
6 -f [a(f)+b(f) Ad] <O (I> (7) 
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if l3 is sufficiently large and by (c) we have case (2) in the proof of part (1’) 
of the theorem. Repeating the arguments with case (2) we are led to a con- 
tradiction. Consequently the solution x(r) is oscillatory. Q.E.D. 
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